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Localization and mapping are the essence of successful
navigation in mobile platform technology. Localization is a
fundamental task in order to achieve high levels of autonomy
in robot navigation and robustness in vehicle positioning.
Robot localization and mapping is commonly related to
cartography, combining science, technique and computation to
build a trajectory map that reality can be modelled in ways
that communicate spatial information effectively. This book
describes comprehensive introduction, theories and
applications related to localization, positioning and map
building in mobile robot and autonomous vehicle platforms.
It is organized in twenty seven chapters. Each chapter is
rich with different degrees of details and approaches,
supported by unique and actual resources that make it
possible for readers to explore and learn the up to date
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knowledge in robot navigation technology. Understanding the
theory and principles described in this book requires a
multidisciplinary background of robotics, nonlinear system,
sensor network, network engineering, computer science,
physics, etc.
Conway, JPL’s historian, offers an insider’s perspective
into the changing goals of Mars exploration, the ways in
which sophisticated computer simulations drove the design
process, and the remarkable evolution of landing
technologies over a thirty-year period.
The International Symposium on Experimental Robotics (ISER)
is a series of bi-annual meetings which are organized in a
rotating fashion around North America, Europe and
Asia/Oceania. The goal of ISER is to provide a forum for
research in robotics that focuses on novelty of theoretical
contributions validated by experimental results. The
meetings are conceived to bring together, in a small group
setting, researchers from around the world who are in the
forefront of experimental robotics research. This unique
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reference presents the latest advances across the various
fields of robotics, with ideas that are not only conceived
conceptually but also verified experimentally. It collects
contributions on the current developments and new directions
in the field of experimental robotics, which are based on
the papers presented at the Ninth ISER held in Singapore.
By the dawn of the new millennium, robotics has undergone a
major transformation in scope and dimensions. This expansion
has been brought about by the maturity of the field and the
advances in its related technologies. From a largely
dominant industrial focus, robotics has been rapidly
expanding into the challenges of the human world. The new
generation of robots is expected to safely and dependably cohabitat with humans in homes, workplaces, and communities,
providing support in services, entertainment, education,
healthcare, manufacturing, and assistance. Beyond its impact
on physical robots, the body of knowledge robotics has
produced is revealing a much wider range of applications
reaching across diverse research areas and scientific
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disciplines, such as: biomechanics, haptics, neuros- ences,
virtual simulation, animation, surgery, and sensor networks
among others. In return, the challenges of the new emerging
areas are proving an abundant source of stimulation and
insights for the field of robotics. It is indeed at the
intersection of disciplines that the most striking advances
happen. The goal of the series of Springer Tracts in
Advanced Robotics (STAR) is to bring, in a timely fashion,
the latest advances and developments in robotics on the
basis of their significance and quality. It is our hope that
the wider dissemination of research developments will
stimulate more exchanges and collaborations among the
research community and contribute to further advancement of
this rapidly growing field.
Intelligent Computing
Multi-Criteria Decision-Making Techniques for Improvement
Sustainability Engineering Processes
Mobile Intelligent Autonomous Systems
Robotic Exploration of the Solar System
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12th International Conference, ICIRA 2019, Shenyang, China,
August 8–11, 2019, Proceedings, Part IV
Autonomous Vehicles in City Traffic
The twenty-two papers contained in this volume have been selected from the
Proceedings of the 2nd COSPAR Colloquium. The exploration of planet Mars will
be the focal point of the planetary missions in the coming years, so the
investigation of the surface and the upper layers of the soil is of primary
importance. The major space agencies are actively working to understand the
environmental and technical requirements of the planned missions and
experiments and it is predicted that the planet will be host to both ground
based and atmospheric investigations in the near future.
This volume offers a general view of recent conceptual developments of Soft
Computing (SC). It presents successful new applications of SC to real-world
problems leading to better performance than "traditional" methods. The edited
volume covers a wide spectrum of applications including areas such as: robotic
dynamic systems, non-linear plants, manufacturing systems, and time series
prediction.
This will be the only book on planetary rover development covering all aspects
relevant to the design of systems
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This book, gathering the Proceedings of the 2018 Computing Conference,
offers a remarkable collection of chapters covering a wide range of topics in
intelligent systems, computing and their real-world applications. The
Conference attracted a total of 568 submissions from pioneering researchers,
scientists, industrial engineers, and students from all around the world. These
submissions underwent a double-blind peer review process. Of those 568
submissions, 192 submissions (including 14 poster papers) were selected for
inclusion in these proceedings. Despite computer science’s comparatively brief
history as a formal academic discipline, it has made a number of fundamental
contributions to science and society—in fact, along with electronics, it is a
founding science of the current epoch of human history (‘the Information Age’)
and a main driver of the Information Revolution. The goal of this conference is
to provide a platform for researchers to present fundamental contributions,
and to be a premier venue for academic and industry practitioners to share
new ideas and development experiences. This book collects state of the art
chapters on all aspects of Computer Science, from classical to intelligent. It
covers both the theory and applications of the latest computer technologies
and methodologies. Providing the state of the art in intelligent methods and
techniques for solving real-world problems, along with a vision of future
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research, the book will be interesting and valuable for a broad readership.
Results of the 12th International Symposium ISRR
The DARPA Urban Challenge
Autonomous Intelligent Vehicles
Automatic Control in Aerospace 1989
Experimental Robotics IX
Robot Ecology
The success of any activity and process depends fundamentally on
the possibility of balancing (symmetry) needs and their
satisfaction. That is, the ability to properly define a set of
success indicators. The application of the developed new multicriteria decision-making (MCDM) methods can be eliminated or
decreased by decision-makers’ subjectivity, which leads to
consistency or symmetry in the weight values of the criteria. In
this Special Issue, 40 research papers and one review study coauthored by 137 researchers from 23 different countries explore
aspects of multi-criteria modeling and optimization in crisp or
uncertain environments. The papers propose new approaches and
elaborate case studies in the following areas of application:
MCDM optimization in sustainable engineering, environmental
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sustainability in engineering processes, sustainable multicriteria production and logistics processes planning, integrated
approaches for modeling processes in engineering, new trends in
the multi-criteria evaluation of sustainable processes, and
multi-criteria decision-making in strategic management based on
sustainable criteria.
Autonomous robot vehicles are vehicles capable of intelligent
motion and action without requiring either a guide or
teleoperator control. The recent surge of interest in this
subject will grow even grow further as their potential
applications increase. Autonomous vehicles are currently being
studied for use as reconnaissance/exploratory vehicles for
planetary exploration, undersea, land and air environments,
remote repair and maintenance, material handling systems for
offices and factories, and even intelligent wheelchairs for the
disabled. This reference is the first to deal directly with the
unique and fundamental problems and recent progress associated
with autonomous vehicles. The editors have assembled and
combined significant material from a multitude of sources, and,
in effect, now conviniently provide a coherent organization to a
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previously scattered and ill-defined field.
This English edition monograph is developed and updated from
China's best-selling, and award-winning, book on Artificial
Intelligence (AI). It covers the foundations as well as the
latest developments of AI in a comprehensive and systematic
manner. It is a valuable guide for students and researchers on
artificial intelligence.A wide range of topics in AI are covered
in this book with four distinct features. First of all, the book
comprises a comprehensive system, covering the core technology
of AI, including the basic theories and techniques of
'traditional' artificial intelligence, and the basic principles
and methods of computational intelligence. Secondly, the book
focuses on innovation, covering advanced learning methods for
machine learning and deep learning techniques and other
artificial intelligence that have been widely used in recent
years. Thirdly, the theory and practice of the book are highly
integrated. There are theories, techniques and methods, as well
as many application examples, which will help readers to
understand the artificial intelligence theory and its
application development. Fourthly, the content structure of the
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book is quite characteristic, consisting of three parts: (i)
knowledge-based artificial intelligence, (ii) data-based
artificial intelligence, and (iii) artificial intelligence
applications.It is closely related to the core elements of
artificial intelligence, namely knowledge, data, algorithms, and
computing powers. This reflects the authors' deep understanding
of the artificial intelligence discipline.
These two volumes constitute the refereed proceedings of the
First International Conference on Intelligent Robotics and
Applications, ICIRA 2008, held in Wuhan, China, in October 2008.
The 265 revised full papers presented were thoroughly reviewed
and selected from 552 submissions; they are devoted but not
limited to robot motion planning and manipulation; robot
control; cognitive robotics; rehabilitation robotics; health
care and artificial limb; robot learning; robot vision; humanmachine interaction & coordination; mobile robotics; micro/nano
mechanical systems; manufacturing automation; multi-axis surface
machining; realworld applications.
Machine Learning-based Natural Scene Recognition for Mobile
Robot Localization in An Unknown Environment
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Volume 1
The Eleventh International Symposium
RoMoCo'99 : June 28-29, 1999, Kiekrz, Poland
Rover and Telerobotics, Technology Program, October 1997
Experimental Robotics
This book includes a selection of 30 reviewed and enhanced manuscripts published during the
15th SpaceOps Conference held in May 2018 in Marseille, France. The selection was driven
by their quality and relevance to the space operations community. The papers represent a
cross-section of three main subject areas: Mission Management – management tasks for
designing, preparing and operating a particular mission Spacecraft Operations – preparation
and implementation of all activities to operate a space vehicle (crewed and uncrewed) under all
conditions Ground Operations – preparation, qualification, and operations of a mission
dedicated ground segment and appropriate infrastructure including antennas, control centers,
and communication means and interfaces This book promotes the SpaceOps Committee’s
mission to foster the technical interchange on all aspects of space mission operations and
ground data systems while promoting and maintaining an international community of space
operations experts.
Going beyond the traditional field of robotics to include other mobile vehicles, Mobile Intelligent
Autonomous Systems describes important theoretical concepts, techniques, approaches, and
applications that can be used to build truly mobile intelligent autonomous systems (MIAS). It
offers a comprehensive treatment of robotics and MIAS, as well as r
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This title analyzes distributed Earth observation missions from different perspectives. In
particular, the issues arising when the payloads are distributed on different satellites are
considered from both the theoretical and practical points of view. Moreover, the problems of
designing, measuring, and controlling relative trajectories are thoroughly presented in relation
to theory and applicable technologies. Then, the technological challenges to design satellites
able to support such missions are tackled. An ample and detailed description of missions and
studies complements the book subject.
By the dawn of the new millennium, robotics has undergone a major transformation in scope
and dimensions. This expansion has been brought about by the maturity of the field and the
advances in its related technologies. From a largely dominant industrial focus, robotics has
been rapidly expanding into the challenges of the human world. The new generation of robots
is expected to safely and dependably co-habitat with humans in homes, workplaces, and
communities, providing support in services, entertainment, education, healthcare,
manufacturing, and assistance. Beyond its impact on physical robots, the body of knowledge
robotics has produced is revealing a much wider range of applications reaching across diverse
research areas and scientific disciplines, such as: biomechanics, haptics, neurosciences,
virtual simulation, animation, surgery, and sensor networks among others. In return, the
challenges of the new emerging areas are proving an abundant source of stimulation and
insights for the field of robotics. It is indeed at the intersection of disciplines that the most
striking advances happen. The goal of the series of Springer Tracts in Advanced Robotics
(STAR) is to bring, in a timely fashion, the latest advances and developments in robotics on the
basis of their significance and quality. It is our hope that the wider dissemination of research
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developments will stimulate more exchanges and collaborations among the research
community and contribute to further advancement of this rapidly growing field.
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory and the Quest for Mars
Distributed Space Missions for Earth System Monitoring
The Environmental Model of Mars
Hybrid Intelligent Systems
Cooperative Path Planning of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
Proceedings of the First Workshop on Robot Motion and Control
These volumes of "Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing" highlight papers
presented at the "Third Iberian Robotics Conference (ROBOT 2017)". Held from 22 to 24
November 2017 in Seville, Spain, the conference is a part of a series of conferences coorganized by SEIDROB (Spanish Society for Research and Development in Robotics) and
SPR (Portuguese Society for Robotics). The conference is focused on Robotics scientific
and technological activities in the Iberian Peninsula, although open to research and
delegates from other countries. Thus, it has more than 500 authors from 21 countries. The
volumes present scientific advances but also robotic industrial applications, looking to
promote new collaborations between industry and academia.
This monograph discusses issues related to estimation, control, and motion planning for
mobile robots operating in rough terrain, with particular attention to planetary exploration
rovers. Rough terrain robotics is becoming increasingly important in space exploration,
and industrial applications. However, most current motion planning and control algorithms
are not well suited to rough terrain mobility, since they do not consider the physical
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characteristics of the rover and its environment. Specific addressed topics are: wheel
terrain interaction modeling, including terrain parameter estimation and wheel terrain
contact angle estimation; rough terrain motion planning; articulated suspension control;
and traction control. Simulation and experimental results are presented that show that the
desribed algorithms lead to improved mobility for robotic systems in rough terrain.
For readers from both academia and industry wishing to pursue their studies and /or
careers in planetary robotics, this book represents a one-stop tour of the history, evolution,
key systems, and technologies of this emerging field. The book provides a comprehensive
introduction to the key techniques and technologies that help to achieve autonomous space
systems for cost-effective, high performing planetary robotic missions. Main topics covered
include robotic vision, surface navigation, manipulation, mission operations and autonomy,
being explained in both theoretical principles and practical use cases. The book recognizes
the importance of system design hence discusses practices and tools that help take mission
concepts to baseline design solutions, making it a practical piece of scientific reference
suited to a variety of practitioners in planetary robotics.
A revolutionary new framework that draws on insights from ecology for the design and
analysis of long-duration robots Robots are increasingly leaving the confines of
laboratories, warehouses, and manufacturing facilities, venturing into agriculture and
other settings where they must operate in uncertain conditions over long timescales. This
multidisciplinary book draws on the principles of ecology to show how robots can take full
advantage of the environments they inhabit, including as sources of energy. Magnus
Egerstedt introduces a revolutionary new design paradigm—robot ecology—that makes it
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possible to achieve long-duration autonomy while avoiding catastrophic failures. Central to
ecology is the idea that the richness of an organism’s behavior is a function of the
environmental constraints imposed by its habitat. Moving beyond traditional strategies that
focus on optimal policies for making robots achieve targeted tasks, Egerstedt explores how
to use survivability constraints to produce both effective and provably safe robot behaviors.
He blends discussions of ecological principles with the development of control barrier
functions as a formal approach to constraint-based control design, and provides an indepth look at the design of the SlothBot, a slow and energy-efficient robot used for
environmental monitoring and conservation. Visionary in scope, Robot Ecology presents a
comprehensive and unified methodology for designing robots that can function over long
durations in diverse natural environments.
Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports
Theory, Algorithms, and Implementation
Field and Service Robotics
The International Handbook of Space Technology
Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications
Constraint-Based Design for Long-Duration Autonomy
This volume contains 50 papers presented at the 12th International Symposium of
Robotics Research, which took place October 2005 in San Francisco, CA. Coverage
includes: physical human-robot interaction, humanoids, mechanisms and design,
simultaneous localization and mapping, field robots, robotic vision, robot design
and control, underwater robotics, learning and adaptive behavior, networked
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robotics, and interfaces and interaction.
This book contains a selection of papers accepted for presentation and discussion
at ROBOT 2015: Second Iberian Robotics Conference, held in Lisbon, Portugal,
November 19th-21th, 2015. ROBOT 2015 is part of a series of conferences that are
a joint organization of SPR – “Sociedade Portuguesa de Robótica/ Portuguese
Society for Robotics”, SEIDROB – Sociedad Española para la Investigación y
Desarrollo de la Robótica/ Spanish Society for Research and Development in
Robotics and CEA-GTRob – Grupo Temático de Robótica/ Robotics Thematic Group.
The conference organization had also the collaboration of several universities and
research institutes, including: University of Minho, University of Porto, University of
Lisbon, Polytechnic Institute of Porto, University of Aveiro, University of Zaragoza,
University of Malaga, LIACC, INESC-TEC and LARSyS. Robot 2015 was focussed on
the Robotics scientific and technological activities in the Iberian Peninsula,
although open to research and delegates from other countries. The conference
featured 19 special sessions, plus a main/general robotics track. The special
sessions were about: Agricultural Robotics and Field Automation; Autonomous
Driving and Driver Assistance Systems; Communication Aware Robotics;
Environmental Robotics; Social Robotics: Intelligent and Adaptable AAL Systems;
Future Industrial Robotics Systems; Legged Locomotion Robots; Rehabilitation and
Assistive Robotics; Robotic Applications in Art and Architecture; Surgical Robotics;
Urban Robotics; Visual Perception for Autonomous Robots; Machine Learning in
Robotics; Simulation and Competitions in Robotics; Educational Robotics; Visual
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Maps in Robotics; Control and Planning in Aerial Robotics, the XVI edition of the
Workshop on Physical Agents and a Special Session on Technological Transfer and
Innovation.
The papers presented at the Symposium covered the areas in aerospace
technology where automatic control plays a vital role. These included navigation
and guidance, space robotics, flight management systems and satellite orbital
control systems. The information provided reflects the recent developments and
technical advances in the application of automatic control in space technology.
The volume set LNAI 11740 until LNAI 11745 constitutes the proceedings of the
12th International Conference on Intelligent Robotics and Applications, ICIRA 2019,
held in Shenyang, China, in August 2019. The total of 378 full and 25 short papers
presented in these proceedings was carefully reviewed and selected from 522
submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections as follows: Part I:
collective and social robots; human biomechanics and human-centered robotics;
robotics for cell manipulation and characterization; field robots; compliant
mechanisms; robotic grasping and manipulation with incomplete information and
strong disturbance; human-centered robotics; development of high-performance
joint drive for robots; modular robots and other mechatronic systems; compliant
manipulation learning and control for lightweight robot. Part II: power-assisted
system and control; bio-inspired wall climbing robot; underwater acoustic and
optical signal processing for environmental cognition; piezoelectric actuators and
micro-nano manipulations; robot vision and scene understanding; visual and
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motional learning in robotics; signal processing and underwater bionic robots; soft
locomotion robot; teleoperation robot; autonomous control of unmanned aircraft
systems. Part III: marine bio-inspired robotics and soft robotics: materials,
mechanisms, modelling, and control; robot intelligence technologies and system
integration; continuum mechanisms and robots; unmanned underwater vehicles;
intelligent robots for environment detection or fine manipulation; parallel robotics;
human-robot collaboration; swarm intelligence and multi-robot cooperation;
adaptive and learning control system; wearable and assistive devices and robots
for healthcare; nonlinear systems and control. Part IV: swarm intelligence
unmanned system; computational intelligence inspired robot navigation and SLAM;
fuzzy modelling for automation, control, and robotics; development of ultra-thinfilm, flexible sensors, and tactile sensation; robotic technology for deep space
exploration; wearable sensing based limb motor function rehabilitation; pattern
recognition and machine learning; navigation/localization. Part V: robot legged
locomotion; advanced measurement and machine vision system; man-machine
interactions; fault detection, testing and diagnosis; estimation and identification;
mobile robots and intelligent autonomous systems; robotic vision, recognition and
reconstruction; robot mechanism and design. Part VI: robot motion analysis and
planning; robot design, development and control; medical robot; robot intelligence,
learning and linguistics; motion control; computer integrated manufacturing; robot
cooperation; virtual and augmented reality; education in mechatronics
engineering; robotic drilling and sampling technology; automotive systems;
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mechatronics in energy systems; human-robot interaction.
Mobile Robots in Rough Terrain
The 9th International Symposium on Experimental Robotics
Monthly Catalogue, United States Public Documents
A Space Exploration Perspective
Space Robotics
Space Operations: Inspiring Humankind's Future

Selected papers from the IFAC (International Federation of Automatic Control)
Symposium held in Tsukuba, Japan, July 1989, are arranged by topic into sections
addressing navigation, attitude determination and pointing systems; satellite attitude and
orbital control systems; space robotics and manipu.
This book advances research on mobile robot localization in unknown environments by
focusing on machine-learning-based natural scene recognition. The respective chapters
highlight the latest developments in vision-based machine perception and machine
learning research for localization applications, and cover such topics as: imagesegmentation-based visual perceptual grouping for the efficient identification of objects
composing unknown environments; classification-based rapid object recognition for the
semantic analysis of natural scenes in unknown environments; the present
understanding of the Prefrontal Cortex working memory mechanism and its biological
processes for human-like localization; and the application of this present understanding
to improve mobile robot localization. The book also features a perspective on bridging
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the gap between feature representations and decision-making using reinforcement
learning, laying the groundwork for future advances in mobile robot navigation research.
This important text/reference presents state-of-the-art research on intelligent vehicles,
covering not only topics of object/obstacle detection and recognition, but also aspects of
vehicle motion control. With an emphasis on both high-level concepts, and practical
detail, the text links theory, algorithms, and issues of hardware and software
implementation in intelligent vehicle research. Topics and features: presents a thorough
introduction to the development and latest progress in intelligent vehicle research, and
proposes a basic framework; provides detection and tracking algorithms for structured
and unstructured roads, as well as on-road vehicle detection and tracking algorithms
using boosted Gabor features; discusses an approach for multiple sensor-based
multiple-object tracking, in addition to an integrated DGPS/IMU positioning approach;
examines a vehicle navigation approach using global views; introduces algorithms for
lateral and longitudinal vehicle motion control.
This book provides a novel perspective on the concept of memetics as applied to the
development and evolution of intelligent robots and robotic communities/cultures. It
provides a framework for the emergence of a hybrid community of people and intelligent
robots collaborating to realize mutual benefits and scientific objectives. It aims to show
that as the hybrid community emerges, so does its culture. Once this foundational work
is done, the book illustrates the robot memetic ideas in the context of a space
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exploration scenario based on the development and operation of a human/robot
settlement on Mars.
Artificial Intelligence: From Beginning To Date
First International Conference, ICIRA 2008 Wuhan, China, October 15-17, 2008
Proceedings, Part I
Automatic Control in Aerospace
Robot Memetics
Intelligent Robotics and Applications
Experimental Robotics VI
This comprehensive handbook provides an overview of space technology and
a holistic understanding of the system-of-systems that is a modern
spacecraft. With a foreword by Elon Musk, CEO and CTO of SpaceX, and
contributions from globally leading agency experts from NASA, ESA, JAXA,
and CNES, as well as European and North American academics and
industrialists, this handbook, as well as giving an interdisciplinary overview,
offers, through individual self-contained chapters, more detailed
understanding of specific fields, ranging through: · Launch systems,
structures, power, thermal, communications, propulsion, and software, to ·
entry, descent and landing, ground segment, robotics, and data systems, to ·
technology management, legal and regulatory issues, and project
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management. This handbook is an equally invaluable asset to those on a
career path towards the space industry as it is to those already within the
industry.
An invaluable addition to the literature on UAV guidance and cooperative
control, Cooperative Path Planning of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles is a
dedicated, practical guide to computational path planning for UAVs. One of
the key issues facing future development of UAVs is path planning: it is vital
that swarm UAVs/ MAVs can cooperate together in a coordinated manner,
obeying a pre-planned course but able to react to their environment by
communicating and cooperating. An optimized path is necessary in order to
ensure a UAV completes its mission efficiently, safely, and successfully.
Focussing on the path planning of multiple UAVs for simultaneous arrival
on target, Cooperative Path Planning of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles also
offers coverage of path planners that are applicable to land, sea, or spaceborne vehicles. Cooperative Path Planning of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles is
authored by leading researchers from Cranfield University and provides an
authoritative resource for researchers, academics and engineers working in
the area of cooperative systems, cooperative control and optimization
particularly in the aerospace industry.
This book presents the proceedings of the 6th International Symposium on
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Experimental Robotics held in Sydney in March 1999. The editors and
contributors represent the leading robotics research efforts from around
the world. Micro-machines, interplanetary exploration, minimally invasive
surgery and emerging humanoid robots are among the most obvious
attainments of leading robotics research teams reported in this volume.
Less obvious but equally significant are the fundamental advances in robot
map-building and methods of communication between humans and
machines that are demonstrated through experimental results. This
collection of papers will provide the reader with a concise report on the
current achievements and future trends in robotics research across the
world.
FSR, the International Conference on Field and Service Robotics, is the
leading single track conference of robotics for field and service
applications. This book presents the results of FSR2012, the eighth
conference of Field and Service Robotics, which was originally planned for
2011 with the venue of Matsushima in Tohoku region of Japan. However, on
March 11, 2011, a magnitude M9.0 earthquake occurred off the Pacific
coast of Tohoku, and a large-scale disaster was caused by the Tsunami
which resulted, therefore the conference was postponed by one year to July,
2012. In fact, this earthquake raised issues concerning the contribution of
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field and service robotics technology to emergency scenarios. A number of
precious lessons were learned from operation of robots in the resulting, very
real and challenging, disaster environments. Up-to-date study on disaster
response, relief and recovery was then featured in the conference. This book
offers 43 papers on a broad range of topics including: Disaster Response,
Service/Entertainment Robots, Inspection/Maintenance Robots, Mobile
Robot Navigation, Agricultural Robots, Robots for Excavation, Planetary
Exploration, Large Area Mapping, SLAM for Outdoor Robots, and Elemental
Technology for Mobile Robots.
Contemporary Planetary Robotics
Advances in Robotics, Volume 1
Proceedings of the 2018 Computing Conference, Volume 2
Autonomous Robot Vehicles
Robotics Research
Robot 2015: Second Iberian Robotics Conference

This book provides readers with basic concepts and design theories for
space robots and presents essential methodologies for implementing
space robot engineering by introducing several concrete projects as
illustrative examples. Readers will gain a comprehensive
understanding of professional theories in the field of space robots, and
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will find an initial introduction to the engineering processes involved in
developing space robots. Rapid advances in technologies such as the
Internet of Things, Cloud Computing, and Artificial Intelligence have
also produced profound changes in space robots. With the continuous
expansion of human exploration of the universe, it is imperative for
space robots to be capable of sharing knowledge, working
collaboratively, and becoming more and more intelligent so as to
optimize the utilization of space resources. For on-orbit robots that
perform service tasks such as spacecraft assembly and maintenance,
as well as exploration robots that carry out research tasks on planetary
surfaces, the rational integration into a network system can greatly
improve their capabilities in connection with executing outer space
tasks, such as information gathering and utilization, independent
decision-making and planning, risk avoidance, and reliability, while also
significantly reducing resource consumption for the system as a whole.
This collection of articles from the First Workshop on Robot Motion and
Control includes articles on control, modelling and parameter
identifications, robot control techniques, and path and trajectory
planning."
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Proceedings of 2021 International Conference on Autonomous
Unmanned Systems (ICAUS 2021)
Proceedings of the 2nd COSPAR Colloquium Held in Sopron, Hungary,
22-26 January 1990
Analysis and Design
Robot Localization and Map Building
An Approach Toward Autonomous Systems
Results of the 8th International Conference
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